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Introduction

Materials & Methods

The global biogeochemical cycle of Mercury (Hg) is dominated by atmospheric
fluxes that are disrupted by human activities (Amos et al., 2015). Marine organisms
bioaccumulate and bioamplify this element throughout their food webs. Indeed, Hg is
the only metal for which the bioaccumulation and biomagnification of its organic
forms in particular (e.g., methyl mercury, MeHg) in food chains or food webs are well
known (Fitzgerald et al., 2007). Since the 1970’s, the ROCCH, a French Mussel
Watch -- like program, monitors contaminants on France’s metropolitan coastline
using bivalves as quantitative indicators of coastal chemical contamination. One of
the purposes of this monitoring network is to track contamination sources.

Mercury isotopic ratios
Mass Independent Fractionation (MIF):

7 stable isotopes : 198 to 204Hg

Reference solution

Recently, the advent of MC-ICP-MS analyses provides easier access to information
embedded at the isotopic level of trace elements. The stable isotopic geochemistry
of mercury is indeed a very promising way to trace its processes and transfers from
one biogeochemical reservoir to another (Sonke and Blum, 2013).

Methods
Samples : freeze-dried bivalves from the environmental sample bank ROCCH:
Mussels (M. edulis and M. galloprovincialis) and oysters (C. gigas) that were
collected in February and March 2014

Aims of this study
⇒ To draft the map, for the first time on large spatial and temporal scales, of the
Hg stable isotopic composition and variability, as a preamble to tracing its origin
at the coastline of a temperate country.

Hg isotope analyses : MC-ICP-MS Neptune
(GET Toulouse). Standard deviation for δ202Hg :
natural samples ±0.1‰ (2σ), UM Almaden
standard 0.58±0.16‰ (2σ)

Quality check #1 : bivalve and sediment Hg isotope
trends match in the Seine Estuary

Quality check #2 : Hg MIF in some Mediterranean bivalve
samples is consistent with an open-sea mercury source

Sediment – Rouen
Mussels – Cap de la Hève
Mussels – Villerville
Mussels - Vaucoaes

Sample sites and main NW Mediterranean currents (green pin

for 0.14 < MIF < 0.70‰, orange pin for MIF > 0.74 ‰).

Orange symbols for bivalve samples with
MIF consistent with that of rainfall
(~ surface ocean Hg supply).

Pre-2014 bivalves and dated sediment core from Seine sediments exhibit
similar variations of δ202Hg during 1987-2014.

Results : Hg processes and sources

Results : large scale spatial distribution

Observed MIF slope (~1.23) is
between MeHg photoreduction
slope (1.36) and Hg
photoreduction slope (1.00)
and similar to fish tissue
samples (1.28, Berquist and
Blum, 2007).
⇒ MIF results are consistent
with literature data.
MIF
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⇒ River plume samples have wide range of
δ202Hg (-0.43 to 0.31‰) but narrow range of
Δ199Hg range (0.05 to 0.21‰).
⇒ Clear differences : higher MIF of Hg isotopes
for the Mediterranean coast: additional
processes at work .
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Bivalve soft parts : MIF and associated
slope (n=132)

First study of Hg isotopes in bivalves at the national scale
Results show a spatial trend for MIF isotopes and a real difference between the Mediterranean Sea and
the Atlantic Ocean or English Channel.
• Hg isotopes don’t allow to determine specific ecosystems signatures but allow to track Hg sources in
some local systems
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Conclusions
•
•

River sed. Seine
(Sonke unpublished)
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Seine estuary variation of MDF and MIF between 1970 and 2014 in a sediment core and in
bivalves.

Sites most open to the ocean reflect this
supply, consistent with Cossa et al.
(2017), but less so in the Gulf of Lyons.

Hg isotopes allow to differentiate coastal
systems like the English Channel, Atlantic
Ocean or Mediterranean Sea, but no
particular « type » of ecosystems:
estuary, back barrier lagoon, open sea...
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AddiConal, ongoing work will provide more insight to beIer understand coastal Hg sources and temporal trends

